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The Welsh Mills Society was launched in 1984. The aims of the Society are to study, record,
interpret and publicise the wind and water mills of Wales, to encourage general interest,
and to advise on their preservation and use.
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Hilary Malaws
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www.welshmills.org.
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EDITORIAL
The whirlwind of Christmas, and suddenly it’s 2019. Yes, a New Year
is upon us once again, and we will all have been busy making those
new resolutions which may last – or perhaps not. One which will last
is the resolution, made some fifteen months ago and still in force, of
this editor to quit his post in October 2019. So far no other members
have come forward to compete for the honour of succeeding me. So
I’ll use this editorial to set out how the Newsletter is produced, and
what I’m prepared to do to ensure a smooth takeover.
First of all, the whole thing is typed in Microsoft Word, using the
Calibri 16 point typeface, single line spacing. At the printing stage it
will be reduced to 50%, giving two pages per A4 sheet, so it’s
important to fill multiples of 4 pages – 16, 20, 24 etc. One way in
which I achieve this is by manipulating the size of photographs in the
text. Only the cover picture and the last page are in colour, so all
other photographs are converted to greyscale (not black and white).
Once everything is in place, I email it to the Chairman for proof
reading. Then I save the finished text, all arranged as it will look, as a
.pdf file and email it to our printers, who at the moment are Y Lolfa,
in Talybont near Aberystwyth. Four or so days later I collect the
finished product, buy envelopes (500 at a time) and stamps, print
labels (addresses provided by the Membership Secretary, put all
together and post them. Job done!
Over the nine years I’ve been editing the Newsletter so far, I’ve
introduced various regular features, the Editorial, the Cover Story,
and “Twenty-five Years Ago”; and I’ve continued other regular items
such as “Dates for your Diary” and “Mills for Sale”. Outside these
features, I rely on contributions from other members, who will
include the Membership Secretary with his quarterly report, the
Secretary with Minutes of the AGM (as in this issue) and, most
importantly for interest, from members who have been visiting mills,
researching milling topics, and generally doing things which will be of
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interest to other members. Over the years I’ve been very grateful to
John Peck for his “Grand Days Out” in Pembrokeshire, to George
Lees for his regular reports on happenings in Anglesey, to Andrew
Findon for his “Mystery Objects” and other matters, to John Brandon
for his amazing drawings, to David Llewellyn Davies of Vancouver for
a wide range of material, and to others too numerous to name.
Will I disappear without trace? Well, no! I’m prepared, if the new
Editor wishes, to continue compiling “Mills for Sale” and to continue
“Twenty-five Years”, and I hope to continue providing other bits and
pieces too about what I’m doing. I’m also very happy to continue the
whole of the distribution tasks, from collecting the print run (if we
continue using the same printer) to posting out the copies.
After such a generous offer, and armed with this useful information,
your Committee looks forward to opening lots of bids for this
honoured position at their February meeting. Happy New Year to all.
COVER STORY
That blue sky is a nice reminder that in 2018 we had a real summer;
though that particular blue was photographed in Provence in
southern France. The site is Barbegal, where towards the end of the
1st century AD two parallel lines each of eight watermills were built
on this hillside. They were supplied with water from the Arles
aqueduct, which was doubled where it crossed a shallow valley on
the north side of the limestone ridge. The aqueduct was carved
through the top of the ridge (between the two figures), and split into
two channels built up on masonry walls –the yellow stonework top
right – to supply the two lines of backshot wheels, each one driving a
single pair of stones in individual rooms or buildings. Much of the
stonework has been removed, perhaps to buildings elsewhere, but
parts of their walls and several of the waterwheel pits can be seen. A
flight of steps led from top to bottom between the mills, and some of
these can still be seen.
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There’s absolutely no
interpretation on the site, and
the only road signs point to
the impressive double
aqueduct. Various slightly
differing sketches of what the
mills might have looked like
can be found on the internet,
such as this one. There’s a
model in the museum at Arles,
but it seems a shame that
what has been called “the
greatest known concentration
of mechanical power in the
ancient world” is not cared for
in any way.
Is there a warning here, for
us? Nineteen centuries into the future, will our remaining Welsh
mills be in a similar state, and will their layout and construction be
any better interpreted and understood than Barbegal?
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Saturday February 16th 2019, WMS Committee Meeting, at Y Felin,
Tynygraig. Any members wishing to submit an item for discussion
should contact the Secretary, Hilary Malaws.
Saturday April 11th 2019, Maintenance Matters, a SPAB Mills day
course at The Windmill, The Mill Field, Upminster, RM14 2QL, for
people looking after traditional mills. The cost is £130 including
lunch, £110 if booked before January 31st. Booking forms on the
SPAB Mills website, http://www.spab.org.uk/mills
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Saturday April 27st 2019, WMS Spring Meeting: at the Village Hall,
Mathern, near Chepstow, with lunch at the Miller’s Arms nearby.
Visits to Mathern Mill and two other mills are being planned. Further
details and a booking form in the next Newsletter.
MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
Subscriptions: Second Reminder
Subscriptions (currently £18 for ordinary members) for 01 November
2018 – 30 October 2019 were due on 01 November; my thanks to
those who have paid the correct amount by standing order, cheque
or cash. If you pay by cheque or cash, and have not yet done so,
please send your remittance to the Membership Secretary without
delay, making cheques payable to the WMS/CMC. If you would like
to pay by standing order, which makes administration much easier
for the Society, please contact the Membership Secretary.
Please remember that the Society's Journal, Melin, will be sent out
only to fully paid-up members.
I thank all members for their continuing support of our Society.
Brian Malaws

Membership Secretary

REPORT AND MINUTES OF THE 34th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The thirty-fourth AGM of the Welsh Mills Society was held at the
Fforest Inn, Llanfihangel Nant Melan, Radnorshire, on 20th October
2018 and over fifty members and friends were welcomed to the
meeting.
Apologies were received from David & Anne Allen, Andrew & Eileen
Findon, Falcon Hildred and Owen Ward.
Minutes of the 33rd AGM (published in WMS Newsletter No.130):
The minutes of the 33rd AGM were approved nem.con. (proposed:
Mel Walters, seconded: Jane Wadley).
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Chairman's Report:
The Chairman thanked the members and Committee for their
support during the year when he had to miss committee meetings
and the spring meeting due to illness.
He listed the mill-related events that had occurred during 2018.
These included:
Melin Hywel (Anglesey); still for sale and deteriorating rapidly.
Melin Llynon (Anglesey); regarded as surplus to requirements by the
Council who are making cut-backs. It is currently available to rent for
around £20,000 per annum.
Kingsland Mill (Anglesey); believed to retain most of the internal
machinery. It is listed for sale with a local estate agent and possibly
sold subject to contract.
Llanrhian Mill (Pembrokeshire); previously converted to holiday
accommodation but retaining all the machinery. There is better news
here as the new owners are hoping to restore the waterwheel in the
near future.
He finished by noting that the Welsh Historic Environment Group
was currently consulting on the effects of climate change and had
invited the Welsh Mills Society to participate in the consultation.
Secretary’s Report:
Hilary Malaws reported that the Committee had held the usual
number of meetings during the year and mentioned that amongst
the many enquiries received had been one concerning the
manufacture of 'negro cloth' in mid Wales.
Treasurer's Report:
Tim Haines presented the accounts and reluctantly proposed a rise in
the subscription rate from November 2019. He recommended that
the Society should take forward Margaret Bide's suggestion of a
lower rate for those paying by standing order and therefore
proposed a rise to £20 for those paying by this method and £25 for
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payment by cheque or cash. The institutional rise would be in
proportion.
The accounts and proposal were accepted unanimously (proposed:
Alan Stoyel, seconded: Rosie Plummer).
Membership Secretary’s Report:
Brian Malaws reported that the membership database currently
listed a total of 145 members, including four organisations which
have mailings only. Since the last AGM, four new members had
joined and ten members left for various reasons.
He welcomed all the new members: John & Susan Davies, Neath;
Revd. Janet Russell, Brecon; Ian Taylor, Warrington; Mr Edgeley
Thomas, Pontyclun.
He reminded members that subscriptions for 2018-19 were due on
the first of November and thanked all those who paid the correct
amount by Standing Order or promptly by cheque or other means!
Journal Editor's Report:
Mel Walters explained that the Melin just published was the second
she had produced this year and that the journal was now up to date.
In future it would revert to one volume per year and she would aim
to produce this each October. Two papers had already been received
for the next volume but she would be delighted to receive more. She
had begun a programme of scanning previous volumes and Melin 1
was now available on the website.
Newsletter Editor’s Report:
John Crompton reminded members present that he would be
retiring as Newsletter Editor at the next AGM by when he would
have produced 40 issues. A volunteer was now sought urgently and if
someone would come forward he would be happy to help them ease
into the role. He thanked people for responding to his request for
material, particularly Tim Booth who had sent him 999 photos of
mills! He was always grateful for contributions and wished to
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encourage more people to write about what interested them. He
himself would be happy to be an active contributor once a new
editor is found.
Election of Officers:
The existing officers (Secretary: Hilary Malaws, Treasurer: Tim
Haines, Membership Secretary: Brian Malaws, Editor: Mel Walters)
were proposed for a further term by Tim Booth, seconded by Jane
Hall and agreed unanimously.
Election of Committee Members:
Two members of the committee: Falcon Hildred and Jane Roberts;
had reached the end of their term of office. Jane was willing to
continue but Falcon wished to retire and a nomination had been
received for Emma Hall to fill the vacant place. Both Jane and Emma
were elected unanimously.
Any other business:
There was no other business.
________________________________________________________
The formal AGM was followed by a fascinating presentation by Anne
Parry on Welsh wheat which was accompanied by bread and Welsh
Cakes that she had baked using different Welsh grains. This was
followed by Alan Stoyel and Mel Walters describing the mills to be
visited in the afternoon, and finally by John Crompton who gave a
member's contribution on the Roman mills at Barbegal near Arles in
Southern France.
After lunch, members made their way to Janet Russell's very
interesting mill at Rhosgoch, Painscastle, where conservation work is
well underway. Following a short break back at the Fforest Inn for
tea and cake, members visited Coed Trewernau Mill, Crossgates, the
home of Tim Haines and Mel Walters. This small and picturesque mill
complex in a beautiful setting is being carefully restored and made a
wonderful way to end an excellent meeting.
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CONGRATULATIONS to member Alan Stoyel who has been awarded
an MBE in this year’s Honours List, for services to Water Mill
Heritage. Alan and Critchell are known to WMS members as regular
attendees at our meetings, and many will have listened to Alan’s
expert explanation of the wooden machinery at Melin Coed
Trewernau during the meeting last October. He has been very active,
too, just over the border in Herefordshire; organising the very
successful WMS meeting based at Eywas Harold in the foothills of
the Black Mountains in October 2015, and in the restoration of the
Court of Noke mill featured in Newsletter 132.
But these are just recent activities. Alan
has been interested in and working for
milling heritage for more than sixty
years. He has been Chairman of the SPAB
(Society of the Protection of Ancient
Buildings) Mills Section, as well as a longtime committee member. He was also
one of the founder members of the Mills
Archive, and is a Trustee of the same.
This award is well earned and well
deserved; as a Mills Archive post writes,
“This long-overdue award is an
important recognition of a lifetime’s voluntary effort and the
importance of securing our milling heritage, both as physical
structures and as historical records.” Alan was awarded the WMS’s
“Certificate of Commendation” for his outstanding contribution to
mills research, In 2017. Congratulations indeed.
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION PLAN
The Historic Environment Group, which exists to promote the historic
environment in Wales, has been seeking views on a plan outlining
how the historic environment sector in Wales should be addressing
the challenge of climate change. The “Historic Environment and
Climate Change: Sector Adaptation Plan” uses a number of case
studies to illustrate techniques which can build adaptive capacity and
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increase the resilience of the historic environment. Members of your
Committee examined the draft documents, and your Secretary
coordinated a response on behalf of WMS. The draft plan and the
consultation documents can be downloaded from the Cadw website:
cadw.gov.wales/about/partnershipsandprojects/partners/
histenvgroup/climatechange/?lang=en
NEWS FROM THE MILLS
George Lees reports that the mill and cafe at Melin Llynon have been
closed. Whether this is supposed to be short or long-term is not clear
– the County Council is still advertising a lease on the mill, now at the
increased annual rent of £22,000. No lessees were found a year ago
at £20,000, so it seems perverse to seek a higher rent.
Ian Rabjohns has been researching the history and structure of the
mill at the Fishpond, on Black Brook in Trellech Community,
Monmouthshire. The mill is mentioned in documents of the 15th
century, but the stonework of the present building probably dates
from the late 18th or early 19th centuries. The Black Brook actually
runs under the mill in a culvert, emerging through a very neatlyformed stone arch. Floor levels inside have probably been raised,
and whilst there are pockets for floor joists, the layout of a hurst
frame has not yet been identified.
CYWIRIAD: Melin 34
Yn yr erthygl, ‘Cynhyrchu trydan yn Llanuwchllyn, 1910-2018’ gan
Huw Antur Edwards, ceir cyfeiriad ar dudalen 7 i Richard Edwards
rhenti gweithdy yng Nglandŵr, Llanuwchllyn, yn 1894. Mae’r erthygl
yn disgrifio hwn fel ‘hen fracty’; ond hen ‘farcdy’ ydoedd, sef adeilad
lle yr oeddynt arfer trin a storio rhisgl derw ar gyfer tanerdy. (barcdy
= bark-house).
CORRECTION: Melin 34
The article entitled ‘Cynhyrchu trydan yn Llanuwchllyn/Powergeneration in Llanuwchllyn, 1910-2018’ by Huw Antur Edwards,
contains a reference on page 7 to the fact that Richard Edwards
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rented a workshop in an old ‘bracty’ (brewery building) at Glandŵr,
Llanuwchllyn, in 1894. This should have read ‘barcdy’ (bark-house)
namely a place where oak bark was processed and stored for use in a
tannery.
NEITHER WIND NOR WATER
John Brandrick has been busy recently with mills of all kinds, and the
results have been put together in a new book, for further
information on which please see Page 18. As a Mills Society we are
used to seeing and hearing about windmills and water mills, but
what about mills powered by animals or humans? There are donkey
wheels for raising water, horse wheels for driving threshing and
other machines on farms, and man (person?) wheels for raising stone
in cathedral towers. The only horse wheels (or gins) for raising coal
are replicas or preserved in museums such as the National Mining
Museum at Caphouse, Yorkshire and Nottingham Industrial Museum.
Wales can boast (if that’s the appropriate term) a man wheel still in
situ, namely the treadmill at Beaumaris Gaol , a punishing way of
pumping water up to a tank on the roof.
John has been busying himself with horse-powered woad mills, used
in the preparation of the blue dye which made our distant ancestors
more terrifying to Roman invaders. He has studied and drawn
Lincolnshire examples, and perhaps we will be allowed a glimpse of
one in future pages of this Newsletter. He has also been looking at
whiting mills, where chalk was crushed for whitewash and fertilizer.
But if these are not sufficiently outside our usual sensibilities, here’s
a drawing of a dog-powered sewing machine. This “mill” was
patented in 1888 by its German inventor, Heinrich Feldt, apparently
to relieve seamstresses from the labours of sewing cloth, using a
hand-turned or a treadle machine. John writes that the patent
drawing doesn’t make clear exactly how the machine was controlled;
sewing a seam is not a continuous process so presumably the
machine would have to stop and start, very inconvenient for a hefty
dog which had been encouraged to run inside the wheel. There’s a
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brake on the top spindle, held on by a weight which doesn’t seem up
to the job of stopping the wheel. Cords pass up the side of the frame,
apparently attached to the weighted arm, and perhaps to a footoperated lever under the sewing machine – were these for stopping
the wheel or allowing it to turn freely? Then did the wheel drive just
one sewing machine, or several in a workshop? If the latter, how
could they work at different speeds to cater for different work rates?
Nevertheless, it’s a lovely machine – and dog!, so let’s just enjoy it.
Thank you, John.
MILLS FOR SALE
Pant Glas Mill, Pantglas, Garndolbenmaen, Gwynedd, is being
marketed as a plot of land and former mill in the heart of the village.
The “village” is no more than a chapel and half a dozen houses on
the A487 about ten miles south of Caernarfon, and the very
dilapidated but still standing two-storey mill, stripped of its
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machinery, shares the
overgrown site with an equally
dilapidated caravan. A small
stream still runs past the gable
where the wheel was once
positioned. The asking price is
£99,999 and agents are
Beresford Adams, 148 High
Street, Porthmadog, LL49 9NU,
tel 01766 609981.
Kingsland Mill, Holyhead, Ynys Môn is still on the market; “In need
of a new lease of life the Mill has not been touched for many years
and offers scope for development into a dwelling (subject to the
usual planning consent)”. No mention of the mill’s Grade II* Listing,
which we assume, perhaps optimistically, will prevent the machinery
being removed. But there is a reasonably-sized plot, and it would be
possible, with imagination, to incorporate the tower into a dwelling
where the machinery
is retained on the
upper two floors. No
sails of course, but
that’s been a no-no
since the 1980s
because of objections
from locals. The
alternative? – clear the
local houses? –it isn’t
going to happen! The
mill is on offer at
£40,000, and the
agents are Beresford
Adams, 7-9 Market
Street Holyhead LL65
1UL, tel 01407 500001
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Several mills featured in earlier Newsletters are still for sale: they
include:
Melin Esgob, Ynys Môn
128 Now £695,000

Glan-yr-Ynys, Llanpumpsaint
129
Now £695,000

Waterwynch, Nr Tenby
130 Still £1.5 million

The number
refers to the
newsletter in which
details were
published.
Hafanned, nr Corwen
131
Now £595,000
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SKOMER ISLAND HORSE MILL
Our short holiday to southwest Wales last July included an afternoon
trip to Skomer. This was the last place that I expected to find
anything mill-related, so I was (pleasantly) surprised to find the
remains of a
horsemill at the
disused farm at
the centre of the
island. The local
wildlife trust’s
guidebook to
the island notes:
“Behind the
Visitor Centre
gable a horsecourse still
stands. Driven
by four horses,
the drive shaft passed into the barn and operated machines such as
those for threshing and chaff cutting.” The phrase “horse-course”
suggests more an area for exercising horses and I have never
previously seen
it used to
describe an
animal-powered
mill. The
COFLEIN entry
uses the more
common “horsewhim”, but lacks
any details and
there are no
specific
photographs of
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the structure on the website.
There is, in fact, little left to see and the site can easily be
overlooked. An approximately circular platform survives at the
western end of the restored barn, with large pieces of stone acting as
a rough low retaining wall. Any upper structure has gone, probably
through the actions of time and weather, especially if it had been
made of wood. The central “low level” iron gearing survives,
although, again, the wooden arms to which the horses would have
been tethered are absent. A toothed ring gear would have meshed
with another gear to drive a shaft passing through the gable wall.
There is also a pair of small (around 12” diameter) millstones, one
with a coarse
harp dressing
and a now
detached
circumferential
iron band. This
suggests that
the mill was also
used for
grinding.
Unfortunately,
close inspection
of the stones
and gearing was
not possible, as the wildlife trust strongly advise visitors not to leave
the pathways – there is very good reason for this, as the island is
riddled with rabbit and bird burrows and causing these to collapse by
standing on them risks both the wildlife and personal injury. The
farm buildings apparently date from the mid-C19th, so the mill is
presumably from the same period.
Inside the ruins of the farmhouse lie the remains of a small annular
windpump, with an engraved wooden tag attached: “THIS
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WINDPUMP WAS USED TO PUMP WATER FROM THE WELL 19992005 DESIGNED AND BUILT BY GEORGE JACKSON AND MIKE
FARNELL”
Did any WMS members visit Skomer during those years and see the
pump in operation or know of photographs from this time?
Stuart Mousdale.
A NEW BOOK
Nigel Harris has been researching, writing and publishing on water
mills for some years. Using the drawings of our member John
Brandrick, Nigel has
published three books on
water mills and milling.
Now he has published The
Mill Drawings of John
Brandrick, bringing
together a wide range of
John’s drawings of both
wind and water mills of
many different types and
from different parts of the
world. It’s a great tribute to
John’s skills in drawing and
reconstruction, which are
recognised internationally. The book, ISBN 9780955150159, 108
pages with over 200 colour illustrations, is available from The Mills
Archive, Watlington House, 44 Watlington Street, Reading RG1 4RJ
at £17.50 plus £4.00 p&p.
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Newsletter 35, distributed in January 1994, highlighted the Society’s
campaign for more mills to be Listed, inviting members to inform the
Committee about mills which they felt should be protected. At the
time there were 127 Listed mills in Wales, of which 38 were
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windmills (28 in Anglesey). Only one mill, Melin Hywel in Anglesey,
had been given a II* rating. (Things have improved since then, with
113 water mills and 7 windmills being added to the lists, and there
are 13 rated at II*; but there have been a few losses too – Ed.)
The 9th AGM had been held in Presteigne, where members heard
Geoff Ridyard talk about the sources he used in his studies of mills in
Radnorshire, and where Gerallt Nash gave a short resume of a paper
by Fernando Williams on the mills of Patagonia, which was to be
published in Melin 9. A Grant from the Welsh Tourist Board had
allowed the Society to publish and distribute 40,000 copies of a
leaflet publicising Welsh mills. Tony Parkinson presented an official
report of the TIMS 8th Symposium, recording how many papers,
hours of lectures, and visits had been made. A survey of members
showed that there were 75 individual members, 62 family members,
12 corporate and 1 junior, 247 names in all of which 44 owned mills.
WMS sales included ties @ £6.50 each, badges @ £3.00 and notelets,
featuring Llynon or Rossett Mills, @ £1 per pack of four.
Twenty-five years? – the Welsh Folk Museum at St Fagans reported
that the museum had hosted a royal visit, from Princess Diana with
William and Harry. “The princess operated the sack hoist whilst the
young princes helped empty a sack of grain into the hopper”. How
many of our current members can claim to have done that?
ITEMS FOR THE NEXT NEWSLETTER by Friday March 22nd 2019, please,
to:
John Crompton
Ty Chwarel
Tynygraig
YSTRAD MEURIG
Ceredigion SY25 6AE
01974-261478
email carol.john@gmx.co.uk
WMS website: welshmills.org
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Rhosgoch Mill, Painscastle (John Crompton)

Mine pumping wheel, Cwm Ciprwth, Snowdonia (Andrew Borland)
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